The task of building labelled case bases can be approached using active learning (AL), a process which facilitates the labelling of large collections of examples with minimal manual labelling effort. The main challenge in designing AL systems is the development of a selection strategy to choose the most informative examples to manually label. Typical selection strategies use exploitation techniques which attempt to refine uncertain areas of the decision space based on the output of a classifier. Other approaches tend to balance exploitation with exploration, selecting examples from dense and interesting regions of the domain space. In this paper we present a simple but effective explorationonly selection strategy for AL in the textual domain. Our approach is inherently case-based, using only nearest-neighbour-based density and diversity measures. We show how its performance is comparable to the more computationally expensive exploitation-based approaches and that it offers the opportunity to be classifier independent.
Introduction
A significant barrier to developing case-based reasoning (CBR) systems in certain domains (particularly textual case-based reasoning (TCBR)) is that labelled case bases can be difficult or expensive to obtain. Active learning (AL) can be used to overcome this problem; building labelled case bases by selecting only the most informative examples from a larger unlabelled dataset for labelling by an oracle (normally a human expert) and using these to infer the labels for the remainder of the unlabelled data. The most popular selection strategy for choosing these most informative examples is uncertainty sampling [12] . Typically in uncertainty sampling a ranking classifier is trained using those examples labelled by the oracle so far and is then used to classify the remaining unlabelled examples. Using the output of the ranking classifier as a measure of classification confidence, those examples for which classifications are least confident are selected for labelling by the oracle. This process is repeated until a stopping criterion is reachedtypically a limit on the number of labels given by the oracle.
Uncertainty sampling is considered an exploitation-based AL selection strategy which attempts to refine the classification decision boundary in uncertain areas of the feature space and can work well if the initial classification boundary is well shaped. However, with small numbers of labelled examples, it can be difficult to reliably estimate the boundary, and it has been suggested that exploitation techniques are prone to querying outliers [20] . Exploitation approaches to selection can also suffer from a lack of exploration of the feature space and may not work well in some scenarios -for example XOR-type problems [2] .
Other selection strategies have been developed which attempt to balance exploitation with exploration, focussing on examples distant from the labelled set with the aim of sampling wider, potentially more interesting areas of the feature space. These multi-faceted approaches have recently become popular. Existing work has combined uncertainty sampling with density information [7, 17, 21] ; with diversity information [3, 5, 19, 23] ; or with both [22, 29] .
However, we believe that by applying an exploration-only approach to AL selection we can create an AL-based labelling system that is inherently casebased (i.e. based only on features of the case base derived from a similarity measure), and does not suffer from the difficulties associated with exploitationbased approaches. Furthermore, using an exploration-only approach is efficient as it does not require the repeated re-training of a classifier and re-classification of the unlabelled case base associated with exploitation-based approaches.
In this paper we present Exploration Guided Active Learning (EGAL), a simple, case-based, computationally efficient, exploration-only AL selection strategy that does not use the output of a classifier in its selection decisions. We compare the performance of this new approach to existing exploitation-based and hybrid selection strategies on a selection of text classification datasets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the different selection strategies used in active learning, categorising them into explorationand exploitation-based methods. Approaches that incorporate uncertainty sampling, density sampling, and diversity sampling; and other related work are discussed. We introduce our exploration-based selection strategy, EGAL, in Section 3 showing how it incorporates simple similarity-based measures of density and diversity. Section 4 describes an evaluation of EGAL using seven textual datasets. We conclude in Section 5 discussing how this approach can be adapted for non case-based classification tasks, offering the opportunity for a classifierindependent selection strategy to get over the reusability problem.
Review
AL can be used for two purposes: to build a classifier using the smallest number of manually labelled examples; or to build a fully labelled case base using the smallest number of manually labelled examples. While the difference between these two is subtle, and often ignored, it is important. A labelled case base can be useful for many tasks other than simply building a classification model -for example in [30] an AL-labelled case base was used for information retrieval-like search queries.
The advantages of using case-based classifiers in the AL process were appreciated initially by Hasenjager & Ritter [8] who proposed AL algorithms using local learning models; and by Lindenbaun et al. [14] who developed AL strate-gies for nearest neighbour classifiers. Although any classifier can be used in the exploitation-based AL algorithms, the case-based approach to AL is particularly attractive as confidence scores are easily calculated, and the repeated retraining required in AL is especially efficient -new examples are simply added to the case base. More recent examples of case-based AL include index-driven selection sampling for CBR [26] ; developing case retention strategies for CBR [18] ; semantic labelling of text [16] ; supervised network intrusion detection [13] and building classification systems with a weighted k-nearest neighbour classifier [4] . These applications all tend to use exploitation-based selection strategies.
Previous work which uses the underlying structure of the dataset to include exploration in AL selection strategies can be categorised into three approaches: density-based sampling, diversity-based sampling, and sampling using a combination of both density and diversity. One technique applied frequently is to identify the underlying structure in the dataset by clustering the unlabelled examples. Approaches that use clustering tend to talk about the most representative example [24, 27] , which could either use a local inter-cluster measure which could be considered a density approach, or a global intra-cluster measure which could be considered a diversity approach. For clarity we will avoid the term most representative, and the remainder of this section will discuss techniques under the distinctions of density-based and diversity-based sampling.
Using Density in AL
Uncertainty sampling strategies are prone to querying outliers since outliers are likely to have high uncertainty [20] . To overcome this problem, selection strategies which consider density information have been proposed. The intuition is that an example with high density degree is less likely to be an outlier.
Incorporating density information with uncertainty sampling has been shown to boost the performance of AL in various studies [7, 15, 21, 31] . Labelling an example from a highly dense region of the domain space can increase the confidence of the classifications in its neighbourhood. The density of an example is generally calculated as the average similarity of those neighbours of the example within a specified neighbourhood and has been used, for example, to avoid the selection of outliers [31] and to select the most uncertain examples with maximum density [32] . A common approach is to use density-weighting where density is defined explicitly and combined as a function of the uncertainty score [17, 21, 31] . Other approaches are more implicit, such as those that cluster the unlabelled examples and use the properties of the clusters to select examples for labelling [27] .
Novel uses of density information include He et al. [9] who make use of nearest neighbours to compare the local density of each example with that of each of its neighbours and select for labelling the example with the highest difference in density; and Fujii et al. [7] who use the neighbours of example x to quantify the increase in the utility score (called training utility) of the remaining unlabelled examples if a label is provided for x. The example which is expected to result in the greatest increase in training utility is selected for labelling.
Using Diversity in AL
Diversity is used in AL selection strategies mainly in an attempt to overcome the lack of exploration when uncertainty sampling is used. A popular approach to incorporating diversity is to include the Kernel Farthest First (KFF) algorithm (which selects those examples that are furthest from the current labelled set) as a member of an ensemble of AL processes [2, 19] (the other members of the ensemble are typically based on uncertainty sampling).
In the information retrieval literature, several AL heuristics which capture the diversity of feedback documents have been proposed [23, 28] . It has been demonstrated in [23] that the performance of traditional relevance feedback (presenting the top k documents according to relevance only) is consistently worse than that of presenting documents with more diversity. Several practical algorithms based on the diversity of the feedback documents have been presented -for example clustering the documents and choosing the cluster centroids to present for labelling [23] .
Using Density & Diversity in AL
Several AL algorithms are proposed in the literature that either explicitly [4, 22, 29] or implicitly [28] combine both density and diversity with uncertainty sampling to select examples for labelling. These ensemble-based approaches have proven to be particularly successful as they have the advantages of all three approaches.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no approach has been described in the literature that combines density sampling and diversity sampling without also using uncertainty sampling. Such an exploration-only approach would be especially efficient as it would not require the repeated building of a classifier, or classification of a large set of unlabelled examples. It would also be particularly suited to the task of building labelled case bases as it would be based only on the properties of the case base and an associated similarity measure. The next section will describe our new EGAL algorithm which takes this approach.
The Exploration Guided Active Learning Algorithm
This section describes our exploration-only AL selection strategy: Exploration Guided Active Learning (EGAL). We first discuss how we measure density and diversity, and then explain how they are combined. For this discussion, consider a dataset, D, which consists of a pool of unlabelled examples, U, and a case base of labelled examples, L, which grows as examples, x i , are selected from U and presented to the oracle for labelling. 
Unlike other density measures such as that in [9] , we use the sum of the similarities in the neighbourhood N i instead of the count of the number of neighbours in N i . The effect of this is to have fewer ties in the density-based ranking, which makes for a more straightforward density-based sampling technique. A selection strategy using density alone will select the example(s) with the highest density to present for labelling.
Measuring Diversity: We measure diversity by considering the examples which are most dissimilar to the labelled case base L. Distance being the inverse of similarity, our diversity measure for an example x i (given in Equation 3 ) is defined as the distance between x i and its nearest labelled neighbour. The diversity measure has the advantage of efficient time complexity and it also ensures that the newly selected examples are different from the examples already in L. A selection strategy based on diversity alone would select the example(s) with highest diversity to present for labelling.
Combining Density and Diversity: Density and diversity sampling greedily choose examples that optimise locally, which can make them myopic approaches to selection in AL. They can become trapped in local optimums which can result in poor performance globally. An example of density sampling's poor performance is evident in Figure 1 To overcome these problems, we introduce an element of diversity to a densitybased sampling approach. Including diversity means that high density examples that are close to labelled examples are not selected for labelling by the oracle.
To determine whether an example should be considered as a candidate for selection, we use a threshold β. If the similarity between an unlabelled example x i and its nearest neighbour in the labelled case base is greater than β then x i is not a candidate for selection. We call the set of examples that can be considered for selection the Candidate Set, CS, which we define as follows:
Our EGAL selection strategy ranks the possible candidates for selection (i.e. those in CS) based on their density, and selects those examples with the highest density for labelling first. Thus, examples close to each other in the feature space will not be selected successively for labelling.
Parameters α and β play an important role in the selection process. α controls the radius of the neighborhood used in the estimation of density, while β controls the radius of the neighbourhood used in the estimation of CS. The values selected for these parameters can significantly impact the overall performance.
Shen et al. [22] use a threshold similar to our β which they set to the average pair-wise similarity of the examples in the whole dataset. Initially, however, we set β = α as shown in Figure 2 The effect, however, is the same: if a labelled example is within the neighbourhood of an unlabelled example defined by β, then the unlabelled example will also be within the neighbourhood of the labelled example defined by β.
In the example shown in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 2 (b). When this happens we need to increase β to shrink this neighbourhood as shown in Figure 2 (c). We update β when we have no examples left in CS -a unique feature of our approach as far as we are aware. We use a novel method to update β motivated by a desire to be able to set the size of CS. As the size of the CS is defined by β, a bigger β value gives us a bigger candidate set. We set β to a value which can give us a candidate set with a size proportional to the number of elements available for labelling (i.e. the size of the unlabelled pool U) as detailed below:
(i) Calculate the similarity between each unlabelled example and its nearest labelled neighbour giving the set S, as follows
(ii) Choose the value s w from S that splits S into two, where
which is the similarity value such that w proportion of unlabelled examples will be in diverse neighbourhoods of the feature space.
The proportion parameter, w, allows us to balance the influence of diversity and density in our selection strategy. When w = 0, the EGAL algorithm defaults to pure diversity-based sampling discounting any density information. As w increases, the influence of density increases and the influence of diversity decreases with more examples being added to CS. When w = 1 the EGAL algorithm becomes purely a density-based sampling algorithm. We explore the effect of changing the value of the proportion parameter w in Section 4.2.
Our combined strategy can be implemented very efficiently. At the start the pair-wise similarity matrix for the entire dataset and the individual density measure for every example are calculated and cached. At each iteration of the selection algorithm, the updated diversity measure for each example in the unlabelled set, U, is the only calculation necessary. Computationally this is very efficient, especially considering the rebuilding of a classifier and the classification of every unlabelled example required by uncertainty sampling based methods at each iteration of the selection algorithm.
Evaluation
To assess the performance of our EGAL algorithm, we performed a comparative evaluation with other AL selection strategies. The objective of our evaluation was firstly to see whether the performance of combining density and diversity information in our EGAL approach was better than density or diversity sampling alone. In addition, we compared EGAL to uncertainty sampling which is the most commonly used AL selection strategy, and density-weighted uncertainty sampling which is the most common approach to combining density and uncertainty. After describing the datasets used, the implementation details of our EGAL approach and the evaluation measures used; this section will describe the results of these experiments.
Experimental Setup
In our evaluations we used seven balanced text-based classification datasets: a spam dataset [6] ; four binary classification datasets derived from the 20-Newsgroup collection 1 ; and two binary classification datasets from the Reuters collection 2 . The properties of each dataset, and the average accuracy achieved in five iterations of 10-fold cross validation using a 5-NN classifier, are shown in Table 1 (accuracies are included as an indication of the difficulty of each classification problem). Each dataset was pre-processed to remove stop-words and stemmed using Porter stemming. As the datasets used in our evaluations are fully labelled, the labelling process can be simulated without the need for a human oracle. At each iteration one example from the unlabelled pool, U, is selected for labelling and its label is applied. This process is repeated until the oracle's label budget expires. In order to monitor the performance of the EGAL algorithm, and compare it to other approaches, after each labelling a k-NN classifier is built from the labelled case base, L, and classifications are made for every example remaining in the unlabelled pool, U. These classifications are compared with the actual labels in each dataset and the accuracy of this labelling is used to evaluate the performance of the selection strategy. Accuracy is calculated as Accuracy = C/|D|, where C is the number of correctly labelled examples. Both manually and automatically labelled examples are included in this calculation so as to avoid large fluctuations as new labels are added in the latter stages of the process [10] . Using the accuracy recorded after each manual labelling, a learning curve is constructed to plot the accuracy as a function of the number of labels provided (for example Figure 3(a) ). It is important to note that the classifications of the unlabelled pool made after each manual labelling are only for evaluation purposes and are not required by the EGAL algorithm.
In all of the experiments described in this section the same AL process is used. The initial case base contains 10 examples selected for labelling by the oracle using a deterministic clustering approach, as we have found it to be a successful approach to initial case base selection [11] . The same initial case base is used by each AL algorithm for each dataset. When classifiers are used, these are 5-NN classifiers using distance weighted voting. Finally, the stopping criteria used by all algorithms is a labelling budget which assumes that the oracle will provide 110 labels for each dataset.
Exploration of the Effect of the Balancing Parameter w
The density neighbourhood parameter, α, is set to µ − 0.5 × δ (as discussed in Section 3), as preliminary experiments showed it to be a good choice. In order to set the diversity neighbourhood parameter β, a value of w which controls the balance between density and diversity in the EGAL selection process is required. Intuition would suggest that diversity is more important than density, and in order to investigate this experiments were performed with w set to 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 on the datasets described previously. Results on two of these datasets are shown in Figure 3 . Across the seven datasets it was clear that w = 0.25 gave the best results (indicated by the fact that the learning curve for w = 0.25 dominates the others) and this value was used in all further experiments. This experiment supports the intuition that diversity is more important than density in the selection process. 
EGAL Evaluation Results
The results of comparisons between our proposed approach (labelled EGAL), density sampling (labelled Density) and diversity sampling (labelled Diversity) across the seven datasets are summarised in Figure 4 . A random sampling strategy (labelled RS), which randomly picks examples for labelling, is also included as a baseline. The results show that density sampling doesn't perform well but that diversity sampling performs consistently better than the baseline random sampling. In addition, incorporating density information with diversity sampling in our EGAL algorithm improves the performance of diversity sampling consistently on all datasets.
We also compared EGAL to the more frequently used uncertainty sampling (US) using Hu et al.'s implementation [10] which is based on a k-NN classifier and density-weighted uncertainty sampling (DWUS) where uncertainty is multiplied with the density measure and examples with the highest resulting ranking score are selected for labelling. The results are shown in Figure 5 .
Previous work on density weighted uncertainty sampling has shown an improvement over uncertainty sampling [17, 21] . Interestingly, the results in Figure 5 agree with that conclusion for datasets where density sampling alone also improves performance. However, for datasets where density sampling performs badly (see Figures 5(e) , 5(f) and 5(g)) DWUS does not improve performance over US indicating that the density information is having a negative effect on the AL process.
The more interesting benefit of EGAL is in the early stage of the AL process, the first 20 to 30 labellings, where it outperforms both US and DWUS. A detailed analysis of the Area under the Learning Curve (ALC) for learning curves up to a varying number of labels was performed. Illustrative examples of ALC values are given in Table 2 . The difference between US and EGAL was found to be significant (at α = 0.05) using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 30 labels and below. There was no significant difference between DWUS and US at any number of labels. These results point towards an interesting empirical property of the EGAL algorithm: it can improve the labelling accuracy fastest in the beginning stages of active learning. This would be beneficial in domains where labelling cost is high.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have proposed EGAL, an exploration-only approach to ALbased labelling of case bases. EGAL is inherently case-based as it uses only the notions of density and diversity, based on similarity, in its selection strategy. This avoids the drawbacks associated with exploitation-based approaches to selection. Furthermore, in contrast to most active learning methods, because EGAL does not use a classifier in its selection strategy it is computationally efficient. We have shown empirical results of EGAL's viability as a useful tool for building labelled case bases, especially in domains where it is desirable to front-load the AL process so that it performs well in the earlier phases -a feature of EGAL demonstrated in our evaluation experiments. It is on the absence of any particular classifier in EGAL that we intend to focus our future work. AL methods that use a classifier in their selection strategy are tuned to that particular classifier, resulting in poor reusability of the labelled data by other classifiers. This is known as the reusability problem in active learning [1, 25] . Tomanek et al. [25] argued that by using a committeebased active learner, the dataset built with one type of classifier can reasonably be reused by another. Another possible solution to the reusability problem is our EGAL algorithm as a classifier-free AL framework. Our future work in this area will check the reusability of the resultant labelled examples from EGAL at training different types of classifier.
